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INTRODUCTION 
In [ 111, we presented the construction of modules of generalized fractions 
(over a commutative ring with identity); this generalizes ordinary fraction 
formation in commutative algebra. In [ 12, Section 41, we showed that 
Hochster’s Monomial Conjecture [ 1, Conjecture l] can be formulated in 
terms of modules of generalized fractions. There is a lot of current interest in 
the Monomial Conjecture on account of its relationship to the Direct 
Summand Conjecture and, thereby, to several of the other homological 
conjectures in commutative algebra: see [2-4]. 
Throughout, let A be a (commutative, Noetherian) local ring (with 
identity) having maximal ideal m and dimension d (> l), and let x, ,..., xd be 
a system of parameters (s.0.p.) for A. We shall say that the Monomial 
Conjecture holds for x, ,..., xd if, for every integer IZ > 0, 
xy . . . x;e‘4x:+‘+ ***+/lx;+‘. 
(Thus Hochster’s Conjecture 1 of [l] is that the Monomial Conjecture holds 
for each s.o.p. in every local ring.) Recent approaches to this and related 
problems that use induction on d suggest that the structure of the local 
cohomology module Hd,-‘(A) plays a significant role in such arguments: see, 
for example, [4, (5.4)] and the remarks following [3, (2.11)]. 
The purpose of this paper is to use our formulation of the Monomial 
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Conjecture in terms of generalized fractions in order to shed additional light 
on the role of Hd,-‘(A) in such arguments. In fact we shall associate with 
this module a non-negative integer t(Hd,-1(.4)) and prove, among other 
things, the following result: if (d > 2 and) the Monomial Conjecture is 
known to be true for each s.o.p. in each d - 1 dimensional ocal ring, then, 
for each s.o.p. xi ,..., xd of A, the Monomial Conjecture holds for x:, x2 ,..., xd 
whenever r > @Z:-‘(A)). The definition of the integer @?~~‘(A)) is 
connected with the fact that Hd,-‘(A) is an Artinian A-module (see [8,2.1], 
for example) and is given in Section 1. 
1. ARTINIAN A-MODULES 
There is available a theory which applies to Artinian A-modules and 
which is dual to the well-known theory of primary decomposition of proper 
submodules of Noetherian A-modules. Accounts of this dual theory are 
available in [7], [6] and [9]; h ere we shall follow Macdonald’s terminology 
from [7] and refer to this dual theory as “secondary representation theory.” 
Thus an A-module C is secondary if C # 0 and, for each a E A, the 
endomorphism of C given by multiplication by a is either surjective or 
nilpotent; when that is the case, r(0 : C) is a prime ideal, p, say, and we say 
that C is p-secondary. 
Let L be an Artinian A-module. 
representation, that is, an expression 
L=C,t 
Then L has a minimal secondary 
*** + c, 
(h > 0), where Ci is a pi-secondary submodule of L for 1 < i ,< h, the ideals 
p ,,..., p,, are all different, and, for all i = l,..., h, it is the case that 
ci!?z i: cj. 
j=l 
j#i 
Such representations have uniqueness properties: h, {pi ,..., ph}, and 
are all independent of the choice of minimal secondary representation. We 
denote {p, ,..., p,,} by Att(L) and 
h 
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by L,. Note that Att(L) = 0 if and only if L = 0, and that m E Att(L) if and 
only if L, #L. Also, L, has the property described in the following. 
1.1. LEMMA. Suppose, in the notation of the preceding paragraph, that K 
is a submodule of L for which L/K has finite length. Then L, c K. Also, 
L/L, has finite length. 
Proof There exists n E FN (we use n\l to denote the set of positive 
integers) such that m”L E K. Now there exists a E m” such that a 6$ p for all 
p E Att(L)\{m}. Then L, = aL, G aL c K. 
To see that L/L0 has finite length, just observe that, by the isomorphism 
theorem, it is a homomorphic image of an Artinian m-secondary A-module, 
and so is annihilated by some power of m. 
We use I to denote (composition) length. 
1.2. DEFINITION. Let L be an Artinian A-module. Set 
t(L) = L~$ Z(Az). 
0 
Thus t(L) is a non-negative integer. It follows from 1.1 that it may be 
described as follows. 
1.3. COROLLARY. For an Artinian A-module L, we have that t(L) is the 
greatest possible length of a cyclic submodule of a Jinite length homomorphic 
image of L. 
1.4. Remarks. Again, L is an Artinian A-module. 
(i) If m G Att(L), then t(L) = 0. 
(ii) If mL = 0, then t(L) < 1. 
(iii) If a E A is such that a 66 p for all p E Att(L)\{m}, then aL 2 L,, 
so that L/aL has finite length and, by 1.3, Z(Ay) < t(L) for all y E L/aL. 
2. GENERALIZED FRACTIONS 
The notation and terminology concerning modules of generalized fractions 
will be the same as that employed in [ 111 and [ 121, except that we shall 
write, for each iE N, 
u(A)i = { (SI >***y si) E A i: there exists j with 0 <j < i such that 
S I ,..., sj form an s.s.0.p. and sj+ 1 = . . . = si = 11. 
(We shall abbreviate U(A), to Vi when no confusion is possible.) 
Crucial to this paper is the following result from [ 121. 
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2.1. THEOREM [ 12,4.1]. The Monomial Conjecture holds for the s.o.p. 
x, ,..., xd for A if and only is, in U(A),;d; ’ A, 
1 
(x 1 Y**T xd, l> 
# 0. 
We shall need the following calculations concerning lengths of cyclic 
submodules of U(A);:; I A. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let a, ,..., ad E N. Then 
Proof. The generalized fraction 
1 
z= 
(XT’,..., xp, 1) 
is annihilated by Cf=i Ax;‘, and so I < co. It is thus sufficient to show 
that, if yi ,...) y, is a s.o.p. for A and, for a E N, we denote 
by z(a), then Z(Az(a)) > al(Az(1)). To do this, note that there is an A- 
epimorphism 
4: Az(a + l)+ AZ(a) 
given by #(az(a + 1)) = ay,z(a + 1) = az(a). Note also that z(1) E ker 4 by 
[ 11, (3.3)(ii)]. Hence 
1(Az(a + 1)) = Z(Az(a)) + Z(ker 4) 2 Z(Az(a)) + Z(Az(1)). 
Now use induction. 
2.3. Notation. The following will be in force for the remainder of the 
paper. We shall assume that d > 2, we shall use x1 to denote an s.s.0.p. of A, 
and we shall write x = A/Ax,, iii = m/Ax,; the image in 2, under the natural 
homomorphism A + A, of an element a E A will be denoted by 6. We use 
%(A) to denote (U(A)i)iEN, and C(?V(A), A) will denote the complex 
OaAdO U(A);‘A - .-. - U(A);‘A di U(A);;-:‘;‘,4 + . . . 
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in which do(a) = a/(l) for each a E A and, for all i E N, we have 
d’ ((Ul,.rt,,,,) =(U, )... PUJ, 
for all a E A and (u, ,..., Ui) E U(A)i; see [ 12, 3.21. Also, ~(P(X),X) will 
denote the complex 
in which f!,f’,..., f’,... are the appropriate homomorphisms from the 
complex C(Z!(~)), A), whilef’(a) = E/(i) and f”(u) = ~,a for each a E A. 
We next construct a morphism of complexes ~(%(~),A)+ C(SP(A),A). 
2.4. LEMMA. For each i E N with i > 2, there is an A-homomorphism 
vi: U(A),:-i; ’ A+ U(A)i’A such that 
for all 
(We adopt the convention here that if some jj = i, then 1 is to be used for 
Yj*> 
Furthermore, if we define ?I”: A -+ A to be the identity mapping and 
q’: A + U(A);‘A by ~‘(a) = u/(x,) for each a E A, then (qi)iao is a 
morphism of complexes. 
Proof If U; ,..., yj - is an s.s.o.p. for A, then x,, y, ,..., yj is an s.s.0.p. for A. 
Sup_ose th_at a, b E A and (7, ,..., yi), (.F2 ,..., Zi) E U(x),-, are such that, in 
U(A)l::; ’ A, 
b 
(j&Y., ji) = (F2 )..., Fi) * 
Then there exist (ii(*,..., gi) E U(~)i-, and 
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such that H’[jr* . . . yi]T=[$(2 . . . F?~]~=K’[Y~ .a. Fi]’ and ]H’]d- 
]K’jbEz&,+ . . . + zfli- r . Hence there exist h,, ,..,, hi,, k,, ,..., ki, such that 
the lower triangular matrices 
H= 
satisfy HIx, ~2 ... yilr= [x, ~2 ... wijr=K[x, Z2 ‘1. Zi]’ and 
IH~u-IK~~EAx,+A~,+... + AwiP,. It follows that, in U(A);‘A, 
Thus the formula given in the statement of the Lemma does define a 
mapping vi: U(x),?: ’ A-t U(A);’ A. All the remaining claims of the lemma 
are easily verified. 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of [ 12, 3.31. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let i be an integer such that 0 < i < d. Then 
dim(ker d’/im die’) < d - i, dim(kerf’/imf”) < d - i. 
2.6. Remark. It follows from 2.5 and [ 10, Theorem 6.11 that, for all 
i = O,..., d, 
H’,(ker d’/im d”) = H$,(kerf’/imf”) = 0 
for every j>, d - i. Also, ] 12, 3.41 shows that Hj,(U(A);‘A) = 0 for all 
i= 1 ,..., d and j > 0, while the same result together with [ 10,4.3] shows that 
H$,(U(~);i~)=O for all i= l,...,d- 1 andj>O. 
We can now modify the argument in the proof of [ 12, 3.5 ] in a 
straightforward way in order to establish the following result. 
2.7. THEOREM. Suppose that, in addition to the standard hypotheses, x1 
is a non-zerodivisor on A. Then there is a commutative diagram 
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of A-homomorphisms in which A is the connecting homomorphism in the long 
exact sequence of local cohomology modules induced from the exact sequence 
O-+-A +x’ A+A/x,A+O. 
Consequently, ker nd+ ’ =HHd,-l(A)/x,Hd,-l(A). 
3. THE RESULTS 
Recall that x, , x2 ,..., xd always denotes an s.o.p. for A, and that 
d=dimA > 2. 
3.1. THEOREM. Assume that 
(i) x, is a non-zerodivisor on A, 
(ii) x, 6? p for all p E Att(Hd,-‘(A))\{m}, 
(iii) the Monomial Conjecture holds for the s.o.p. X2,..., ,?d for 
A= A/x,A. Then, whenever a,,..., ad E N are such that a2 . . . ad > t = 
t(Hd,-l(A)), the Monomial Conjecture holds for x,, x;>,..., xzd; in particular, 
the Monomial Conjecture holds for x, , x2 ,..., xd-, , x2 ‘. 
Proof: By 2.1, 
i #O 
(2 2,..., xd, 1) 
in U(J)),dx Therefore, by 2.2, 
1A 
( 
i 
(zp,..., x;d, i) 1 > t’ 
In view of the conditions on x,, it follows from 1.4 and 2.7 that 
i 
(xy:..., n;d, i) 
@G ker qd”, 
so that the desired result follows from 2.1. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Suppose that x, is a non-zerodivisor on A and that 
x1 Hd-‘(A) = Hi-‘(A). Then, tf the Monomial Conjecture holds for the s.o.p. 
x,,..tX, of A, it also holds for x,,xZ ,..., xd. 
Proof In this case m 6$ Att(Hd,-‘(A)) and x, & p for all p E 
Att(H$‘(A)): see (8, 1.7(i)]. 
In order to apply Theorem 3.1 to more general situations, we need to be 
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able to arrange for conditions (i) and (ii) of that theorem to be satisfied. 
Lemma 3.3 is included to cope with dificulties caused when depth A = 0. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let U(0) be the intersection of the d-dimensional primary 
components of the zero ideal of A. Let B = A/U(O) and let Z: A + B be the 
natural homomorphism. 
(i) If the Monomial Conjecture holds for the s.o.p. II(X,), rr(xd) of B, 
then it holds for x1 ,..., xd. 
(ii) t(Hd,;$B)) < t(Hd,- ‘(A)). 
Proof: Part (i) is trivial. For (ii), note that dim U(0) < d, and so the 
exact sequence of A-modules 
O-U(O)-----,A*B--+O 
induces an exact sequence 
H;-](A) - Hd,- ‘(B) - 0. 
Hence, in view of [lo, 4.31, any finite length homomorphic image of 
H:&:(B) is also a homomorphic image of Hi-‘(A); the claim therefore 
follows from 1.3. 
We now come to the main result of the paper. 
3.4. THEOREM. Suppose that the Monomial Conjecture is known to hold 
for all systems of parameters in all local rings of dimension d - 1. Then, 
whenever a, ,..., ad- 1 E N are such that a, ..a ati-, > t= t(H$‘(A)), the 
Monomial Conjecture holds for x~‘,...,x~~$~,x~; in particular, it holds for 
tc1 
Xl , x2 Y**, xd- 
Proof. By 3.3, we may assume that depth A > 1. Let 
9 = Ass(A) u (Att(Hd,-‘(A))\(m)), 
a finite set of prime ideals that does not contain m. Let n E N be such that 
n > ai for all i = l,..., d - 1. Now 
d-l 
2 Ax;+Ax,& 0 p; 
hence, by [5, Theorem 1241, there exist hi,,..., hA,-, E A such that 
~~~~ h~iXl + xd 6? Upe,B p. Write 
d-l 
x; = 1 hAix; + xd, 
i=l 
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and note that (~P’,...,x$$~,x& 1) E U(A)d+, and there is H E D,+,(A) with 
]H(= 1 such that 
H[xy’ a.. Xd”dj’ Xd l]T = 1x7’ * *. x$5-,.i’ xi 1 ]T. 
Hence, in U(A);:; ’ A, 
Gq >..., x;y, Xd, 1) = (xp’ )...) x;fi’,x&, 1)’ 
Denote this generalized fraction by /I, In view of Theorem 3.1, the Monomial 
Conjecture holds for the s.o.p. xi, XI”‘,..., xsd$‘; therefore it holds for 
X=’ * ,..., X$5,‘, x;, so that /I # 0 by 2.1. Another application of 2.1 completes 
the proof. 
The results of this paper tend to support the view that aspects of H:-‘(A) 
connected with finite length present substantial obstacles to progress on the 
Monomial Conjecture. 
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